
VO codes

New VO code Description

Group 02
FX transactions by Non-Residents in the non-cash form

02 010 Purchase of the currency of the Russian Federation (RUB) for foreign currency (FCY) by a non-resident

02 020 Sale of RUB for FCY by a non-resident

Group 10
Settlements between Residents and Non-Residents while conducting foreign trade transactions relating to exports of goods from the Russian 
Federation, including aircraft, sea and inland navigation ships and space equipment

10 100 Prepayment settlements of a non-resident in favour of a resident for commodities exported from the Russian 
Federation, including those under commission agreement as well as agency agreement (an advance pay-
ment), excluding the funds transfers related to Group 22

10 200 Funds transfer of a non-resident in case of a resident provides a post-payment for commodities exported 
outside the Russian Federation, including those under commission agreement as well as agency agreement 
(a post-payment), excluding the funds transfers related to Group 22

Group 12
Settlements between Residents and Non-Residents for goods sold without being imported to the Russian Federation

12 050 Funds transfer of a non-resident in favour of a resident for commodities’ sale outside the Russian Federation 
without its import to the Russian Federation, excluding the funds transfers related to codes 22 110, 22 210, 
22 300

12 900 Funds transfer of a non-resident in favour of a resident related to funds return of excess payment for 
commodities’ sale outside the Russian Federation, excluding the funds transfers related to code 23 900
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Group 13
Settlements between Residents and Non-Residents for sales of goods in the Russian Federation

13 010 Funds transfer of a non-resident in favour of a resident for commodities selling in the Russian Federation, 
excluding the funds transfers related to codes 22 110, 22 210, 22 300

13 900 Funds transfer of a non-resident in favor of a resident related to funds return of excess payment for sale 
of commodities within the Russian Federation, excluding the transfers related to code 23 900

Group 20
Settlements between Residents and Non-Residents while conducting foreign trade transactions where Residents fulfil works, render services, 
provide information or outcomes of intellectual activities including exclusive rights thereon, as well as under rent contracts for movable and/or 
immovable property except for financial rent (leasing) contracts

20 100 Prepayment settlements of a non-resident for works and services, providing of information and intellectual 
activity results, performed by a resident, including the exclusive rights thereto and those obligations under 
commission agreement as well as agency agreement (an advance payment), and excluding the transfers 
related to Group 22, and to the commission payments in favour of a Russian broker according to brokerage 
agreement (Group 58)

20 200 Funds transfer of a non-resident for works and services, providing of information and intellectual activity 
results, performed by a resident, including the exclusive rights thereto, including those obligations under 
commission agreement as well as agency agreement (a non-resident), and excluding the funds transfer 
related to Group 22 and the commission payments in favour of a Russian broker according to brokerage 
agreement (Group 58)

20 300 Non-resident’s settlements in the resident’s favour, under a contract for lease of movable or (and) immovable 
property with the exception of settlements under a contract for financial lease (the leasing)

20 400 Settlements of the non-resident consignor (principal or trustee) in favour of the resident middleman (an agent 
or a surety) in connection with the non-resident’s rendering services for realising to other persons the resident’s 
commodities, works and services, information and the results of intellectual activity, including the exclusive 
rights to them, in accordance with a contract of commission (an agent’s agreement or a contract of order), 
with the exception of settlements, pointed out in Group 58 of this List

Group 21
Settlements between Residents and Non-Residents while conducting foreign trade transactions where Non-Residents fulfil works, render services, 
provide information or outcomes of intellectual activities including exclusive rights thereon, as well as under rent contracts for movable and/or 
immovable property except for financial rent (leasing) contracts

21 300 Resident’s settlements in the non-resident’s favour, under a contract for lease of movable or (and) immovable 
property with the exception of settlements under a contract for financial lease (the leasing)

21 400 Settlements of the resident consignor (principal or trustee) in favour of the non-resident middleman (an agent 
or a surety) in connection with the non-resident’s rendering services for realising to other persons the resident’s 
commodities, works and services, information and the results of intellectual activity, including the exclusive 
rights to them, in accordance with a contract of commission (an agent’s agreement or a contract of order), 
with the exception of settlements, pointed out in Group 58 of this List

21 500 Funds transfer of a non-resident, which is a commission agent (guarantor), in favor of a resident, which is 
the principal, related to implementation of goods, works and services, providing of information and intellectual 
activity results, including the exclusive rights thereto, which a non-resident performs to the other persons, 
according to commission agreement as well as agency agreement, with the exception of the funds transfer 
related to Group 58

21 900 Funds transfer of a non-resident in favor of a resident related to funds return of excess payment for performing 
of works and services, providing of information and intellectual activity results, including the exclusive rights 
thereto, which a non-resident performs, excluding the funds transfers related to Groups 23 and 58

Group 22
Settlements between Residents and Non-Residents, relating to supplies by Residents of goods, fulfilment by Residents of works, rendering 
by Residents of services, transfer by Residents of information or outcomes of intellectual activities including exclusive rights thereon, under 
arrangements (contracts) of the mixed type1

22 100 Prepayment settlements of a non-resident, which is the principal, in favour of a resident, which is a commis-
sion agent (guarantor), for commodities exported outside the Russian Federation, performing of works and 
services, providing of information and intellectual activity results, including the exclusive rights thereto, in the 
form of advanced payment (an advance payment), excluding funds transfers related to code 22 110 and 
commission payments in favour of Russian broker according to brokerage agreement (Group 58)

22 110 Prepayment settlements of a non-resident in favour of a resident for supply of goods, performing of works 
and services, providing of information and intellectual activity results, including the exclusive rights thereto, 
according to agreements (contracts) mentioned in sub clause 5.1.2 of clause 5.1 of the Instruction, in the 
form of an advance payment (an advance payment)
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22 200 Funds transfer of a non-resident, which is the principal, in case of resident which is a commission agent 
(guarantor) provides post-payment for commodities exported outside the Russian Federation, as well as 
performing of works and services, providing of information and the results of intellectual activity, including the 
exclusive rights thereto (a post-payment), excluding of funds transfer related to code 22 110 and commission 
payments in favour of Russian broker according to brokerage agreement (Group 58)

22 210 Funds transfer of a non-resident in case of a resident provides post-payment for supply of goods, performing 
of works and services, providing of information and the results of intellectual activity, including the exclusive 
rights thereto, according to agreements (contracts) mentioned in sub clause 5.1.2 of clause 5.1 of the 
Instruction (a post-payment)

22 300 Funds transfer of a non-resident in favor of a resident according to leasing agreements

Group 23
Settlements between Residents and Non-Residents, relating to supplies by Non-Residents of goods, fulfilment by Non-Residents of works, rendering 
by Non-Residents of services, transfer by Non-Residents of information or outcomes of intellectual activities including exclusive rights thereon, 
under arrangements (contracts) of the mixed type1

23 900 Funds transfer of a non-resident in favor of a resident related to the return of excess payment according 
to mixed type of agreements (contracts)

Group 30
Settlements between Residents and Non-Residents relating to the purchases of immovable property (real estate) except for payments for aircraft, 
sea and inland navigation ships and space equipment

30 010 Funds transfer of a non-resident in favor of a resident for real estate, which is purchased outside of the 
Russian Federation, including settlements related to a non–resident’s share holding in construction of a 
resident outside of the Russian Federation

30 030 Funds transfer of a non-resident in favor of a resident for real estate, which is purchased in the Russian 
Federation, including settlements related to a non-resident’s share holding in construction of a resident 
in the Russian Federation

30 900 Funds transfer of a non-resident in favor of a resident related to return of excess payments for real estate 
transactions including settlements related to share holding in the construction

Group 32
Settlements between Residents and Non-Residents under contracts for assignment or novation of debts, executed between Residents and  
Non-Residents

32 010 Funds transfer of a non-resident in favor of a resident for requirement assigned by a resident to a non-resi-
dent according to the assignment agreement

32 020 Funds transfer of a non-resident in favor of a resident for the debt transferred by a non-resident to a resident 
according to the debt transfer agreement

Group 35
Settlements between Residents and Non-Residents under other foreign trade transactions not described explicitly in Groups 10–23 of this list

35 030 Funds transfer of a non-resident in favour of a resident on transactions involved in foreign trade activity other 
than funds transfers related to Group 10-23

Group 40
Settlements relating to the supplies by Residents (except for resident licensed banks) of monetary funds to Non-Residents under loan contracts

40 900 Funds transfer of a non-resident in favor of a resident related to return of excess payment of loan provided 
by a resident to a non-resident according to the loan agreement

Group 41
Settlements relating to the supplies by Non-Residents of monetary funds to Residents (except for resident licensed banks), under credit 
arrangements and loan contracts

41 030 Funds transfer of a non-resident in favor of a resident for loan according to the credit agreement, loan 
agreement

Group 42
Settlements relating to the execution by Residents (except for resident licensed banks), of obligations on borrowings or loans attracted in the 
monetary form under credit arrangements and loan contracts

42 900 Funds transfer of a non-resident in favor of a resident related to return of excess payment in case of resident 
pays the principal debt according to credit agreement, loan agreement

42 950 Funds transfer of a non-resident in favor of a resident related to return of excess payment of interest received 
according to credit agreement, loan agreement
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Group 43
Settlements relating to the execution by Non-Residents, of obligations on loans attracted in the monetary form under loan contracts

43 015 Funds transfer of a non-resident in favor of a resident related to repayment of the principal debt according 
to loan agreement

43 035 Funds transfer of a non-resident in favor of a resident for interest payments according to loan agreement

43 050 Other funds transfers of a non-resident in favor of a resident related to the payment of rewards (fees) and 
other funds under obtained loan

Group 50
Settlements relating to capital investments

50 200 Funds transfer of a non-resident in favor of a resident for transactions related to shares, deposits and partner 
shares in the property (in the authorized or the summed up capital, or in the partner share fund of a coopera-
tive) of legal entity, as well as according to partnership agreement

50 210 Funds transfer of a non-resident in favor of a resident for dividends (incomes) payments from investments 
in the form of capital investments

50 900 Funds transfers of a non-resident in favor of a resident related to return of excess payments for investment 
transactions in the form of capital investments

Group 51
Settlements relating to purchases by Non-Residents of securities (rights certified by securities) from Residents, except for settlements described 
under Group 58 of this list

51 Funds transfers involved in the securities acquisition by non-residents from residents (the rights certified by 
securities), excluding funds transfers related to Group 58

51 210 Funds transfers of a non-resident in favor of a resident for acquired bonds, shares and other serial securities 
of residents

51 215 Funds transfers of a non-resident in favor of a resident for acquired bonds, shares and other serial securities 
of a non-residents

51 230 Funds transfer of a non-resident in favor of a resident for acquired partner shares of investment funds 
founded by a resident

51 235 Funds transfer of a non-resident in favor of a resident for acquired partner shares of investment funds 
founded by a non-resident

51 250 Funds transfer of a non-resident in favor of a resident for acquired bills and other non-serial securities issued 
by resident

51 255 Funds transfer of a non-resident in favor of a resident for acquired bills and other non-serial securities issued 
by resident

Group 52
Settlements relating to purchases by Residents, of securities (rights certified by securities) from Non-Residents except for settlements described 
under Group 58 of this list

52 900 Funds transfer of a non-resident in favor of a resident related to return of excess payment for securities 
transactions (rights certified by securities), and funds received for such outstanding liabilities

Group 55
Settlements relating to fulfilment by Residents and Non-Residents of obligations under securities, except for settlements described under Group 58 
of this list

55 210 Funds transfer of a resident in favor of a non-resident in case of resident fulfills its liabilities for bonds, shares 
and other serial securities

55 310 Funds transfer of a non-resident in favor of a resident in case of non-resident fulfills its liabilities under bonds 
and other serial securities

55 330 Fund transfer of a non-resident in favor of a resident for income payments for shares of investments funds

55 350 Funds transfer of a non-resident in favor of a resident in case of a non-resident fulfills its liabilities under bills 
and other non-serial securities

55 900 Funds transfer of a non-resident in favor of a resident related to return of excess payment for fulfillment of 
the liabilities for securities transactions, as well as funds for outstanding liabilities

Group 56
Settlements between Residents and Non-Residents, relating to transactions in derivative financial instruments and other futures transactions

56 010 Funds transfer of a non-resident in favor of a resident for futures and derivatives (premiums, margins and 
other funds are settled according to appropriate agreement terms, excluding funds transfer related to the 
delivery of the underlying asset)
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56 900 Funds transfer of a non-resident related to return of excess payments in favour of a resident as well as fund 
transfer for outstanding liabilities mentioned in present Group

Group 57
Settlements under asset trust management contracts

57 020 Funds transfer in FCY and RUB of a non-resident which is a founder of management in favour of a resident 
which is a trustee manager (save for Russian resident bank)

57 030 Settlements of the resident - the founder of management, in favour of the non-resident - the trust manager

57 035 Settlements of the non-resident - the trust manager, in favour of the resident - the founder of management

57 900 Funds transfer of a non-resident related to return of excess payment in favour of a resident according to an 
agreement on trust management of property

Group 58
Settlements under brokerage service contracts, except for settlements described under Groups 51–55 of this list

58 010 Resident’s settlements in non-resident broker’s favor under a contract for the broker’s servicing, including 
payments out of the remuneration to the non-resident broker

58 015 Non-resident broker’s settlements in the resident's favor under a contract for the broker's servicing, with the 
exception of the settlements under code 58 900

58 020 Non-resident’s settlements in favor of the resident broker under a contract for the broker’s servicing, including 
the payment out of the broker’s remuneration

58 025 Resident broker’s settlements in favor of the non-resident under a contract for the broker’s servicing with the 
exception of the settlements under code 58 800

58 030 Settlements between residents in foreign currency under a contract for the broker’s servicing, including the 
payment out of the broker’s remuneration

58 800 Resident settlements, connected with the return to the non-resident of excessively transferred monetary 
funds under a contract for the broker's servicing

58 900 Non-resident settlements, connected with the return to the resident of excessively transferred monetary funds 
under a contract for the broker’s servicing

Group 60
Fund transfers by Non-Residents, cash withdrawals (credits) in Russian Roubles on Non-Residents’ Russian Rouble accounts

60 070 Funds transfers in RUB from a non-resident’s RUB account in favour of its own RUB account (deposit 
account) within the same Russian resident bank, as well as from its deposit account in RUB in favour of its 
own account within the same Russian resident bank

60 071 Funds transfers in RUB from a non-resident’s RUB account in favour of its own RUB account (deposit 
account) with another Russian resident bank, as well as from its deposit account in RUB in favour of its 
own account with another Russian resident bank

60 075 Funds transfers of RUB from a non-resident’s RUB account with Russian resident bank to their own RUB 
account (deposit account) with other non-resident bank, as well as from its deposit account in RUB with 
Russian resident bank to its own RUB account with non-resident bank

60 076 Transfers of the Russian Federation’s currency from the non-resident’s bank account (account on a deposit) 
in the currency of the Russian Federation, opened at the non-resident bank, onto the bank account in the 
currency of Russian Federation of this non-resident, opened at the authorized bank

60 080 Funds transfers of RUB from a non-resident’s RUB account in favour of RUB account (deposit account) 
of other non-resident within the same Russian resident bank

60 081 Funds transfers of RUB from a non-resident’s RUB account with Russian resident bank in favour of RUB 
account (deposit account) of other non-resident with other Russian resident bank

60 085 Transfers of the Russian Federation’s currency from the non-resident’s bank account in the currency of the 
Russian Federation, opened at the authorized bank, onto the bank account (account on a deposit) in the 
currency of the Russian Federation of another non-resident, opened at a non-resident bank

60 086 Transfers of the Russian Federation’s currency from the non-resident’s bank account (account on a deposit) 
in the currency of the Russian Federation, opened at the non-resident bank, onto the bank account in the 
currency of the Russian Federation of another non-resident, opened at the authorized bank

60 200 A debit of the Russian Federation’s currency from the non-resident’s bank account in the currency of the 
Russian Federation opened at the authorized bank with bank card use
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Group 61
Settlements and fund transfers by Residents, cash withdrawals (credits) by Residents in foreign currencies

61 164 Transfers of the currency of the Russian Federation from the resident’s account, opened at a non-resident 
bank, onto another resident’s account, opened at the authorized bank

61 165 Transfers of the currency of the Russian Federation from the resident’s account, opened at the authorized 
bank, onto another resident’s account, opened at the non-resident bank

61 200 A debit from the resident’s bank account, opened at the authorized bank with bank card use

Group 70
Non-trade-related transactions

70 010 Funds transfer of a non-resident in favour of a resident related to tax payments, duties and other fees, 
excluding transfers related to Code 70 120

70 030 Funds transfer related to a non-resident’s payments in favor of a resident for pensions, grants, and other 
social payments, excluding funds transfer related to Code 70 120

70 050 Funds transfers related to payroll and other salary related payments provided by a non‐resident in favour 
of a resident, excluding funds transfer related to Code 70 120

70 090 Funds transfer related to provision of uncompensated financial aid by a non-resident in favour of a resident, 
excluding funds transfer related to Code 70 100

70 100 Funds transfer related to charity, fundraising, grants payment (receipt) and other transfers provided by 
a non-resident in favour of a resident on the uncompensated basis

70 110 Funds transfer of a non-resident in favor of a resident related to insurance indemnity payments according 
to insurance or re-insurance agreement

70 120 Funds transfer of a non-resident in favour of a resident related to execution of court decisions

70 200 Other funds transfers of a non-resident in favor of a resident for non-trade transactions, excluding funds 
transfer related to Codes 70 010, 70 030, 70 050, 70 090, 70 100, 70 110, 70 120

70 900 Funds transfers of a non-resident in favour of a resident related to return of excess payments under 
non-trade operations

Group 80
Settlements between licensed banks and Non-Residents in Russian Roubles, and between licensed banks and Non-Residents in foreign currencies, 
except for settlements described under Groups 01, 02, 57 and 58 of this list2

80 010 Funds transfers in RUB between a non-resident and Russian resident bank under a credit agreement

80 050 Funds transfers in RUB between a non-resident and Russian resident bank for other transactions, excluding 
funds transfers related to Codes 80 010, 80 020, 80 021

Group 99
Settlements of other foreign exchange transactions not described explicitly in Groups 01–80 of this list

99 010 The return of erroneously debited (credited) funds in favour of a resident

99 090 Other funds transfers than mentioned in Groups 01-80 and related to the return of erroneously debited 
(credited) funds

1  VO Codes from Groups 22 and 23 of this list, should be used where the amount of a fund transfer includes the value of goods and value of services, and/or value of 
works, and/or information, and/or results of intellectual activity, including exclusive rights thereto, under such agreements or contracts which, for the purposes of this 
Annex, are deemed to be agreements or contracts of a mixed type: a) agreements or contracts which provide for export or import by Residents, of goods from/to the 
Russian Federation on a condition of fulfillment of works, and/or rendering services, and/or providing information, and/or results of intellectual activity, including 
exclusive rights thereto, including export/import from/to the Russian Federation of goods for their processing, construction of sites in the Russian Federation or 
abroad; b) agreements or contracts described in subclause 5.1.2 of this Regulation; c) financial rent (leasing) contracts; d) agency contracts (commission contracts) 
whose conditions provide for import (export) to/from the Russian Federation.

2  VO Codes from Group 80 are intended for licensed banks to keep records of foreign currency and other transactions conducted by Residents and Non-Residents. 
VO codes are also used for withdrawals of funds from a Resident’s or Non-Resident’s account maintained with a licensed bank, for fund transfers in favor of another 
licensed bank under contracts concluded between them, or for credits of inbound fund transfers from another licensed bank under contracts concluded between 
them and a Resident or Non-Resident, to the Resident’s or Non-Resident’s account maintained with a licensed bank.


